
Field Technician 

Does a change of scenery working at different job site locations spark your interest? Are you dependable and like being challenged 

with a wide variety of tasks each week?  

If you answered yes, Lee’s Contracting/Fabricating, Inc. is looking for you. 

We are seeking an experienced Field Technician to work on location, at our customer sites. In this role, you’ll be working individually 
and as well as part of a team of experienced welder/fitters. You’ll have the opportunity to advance to a lead position taking projects 
from start to finish.  
 

A Field Technician is responsible for multi-functions including, but not limited to: cutting, welding, fabricating, fitting, grinding and 
assembling equipment.   Must be able to read and understand drawings for mechanical layouts per verbal instructions, electronic 
images, existing drawings and sketches from Project Managers and customers.  You will work closely with Management, Supervisors 
and customers.  
 

Lee’s employees are the key to our precision craftsmanship, superior service and exceptional results. Be one of them. Come join us! 
 

What we offer: 
 

- Health Insurance with 100% of premiums paid for you and your family with Health Savings Account option. 

- Dental and Vision Insurance 

- Bereavement and Jury Duty Pay 

- Life, Short-Term and Long-Term Disability Insurance 

- Employee Assistance Program 

- Profit sharing 401k plan  

- Career advancement opportunities and tuition reimbursement 

- Paid Vacation and Holidays 

- Pay:  Hourly based on experience  

- Schedule: 1st shift, 40-50 hours per week with occasional weekend work required. Some overnight stays as needed. 
 

What you will be responsible for: 

- Reading blue prints to plan and layout work to install piping and equipment from start to finish 

- Calculating material measurements to verify specifications 

- Performing ASME Code TIG, purge and stick welding in flat, vertical and overhead positions 

- Examining completed welds to ensure they are free of defects, smooth and functional 

- Safely operating forklifts, overhead cranes and scissor lifts 

- Performing physically demanding tasks, including confined space work and working at heights (twisting, squatting, 

lifting/carrying 50-75 lbs., bending and standing for long periods of time) 

- Observing safety regulations and procedures 

What qualifications we are looking for: 

- Be able to travel daily and maintain a valid driver’s license in good standing.  

- Be able to obtain ASME GMAW/TIG Welding Certification 

- Be capable of learning and performing multiple functions including but not limited to cutting, welding, fitting and grinding 

- Blueprint reading 

- Have strong analytical and mathematical skills 

- The ability to work in a fast-paced environment 

- Possess a quick thinking, problem solving, positive mindset 

- May be subject to an onsite welding proficiency test as condition of employment 

What we know: 

Our employees are the face of Lee’s Contracting/Fabricating, Inc. and the key to our success; we only recruit the best. Dependability, 

strong work ethic, quality craftsmanship, friendly and professional service is a must. For the talents in our business, we offer great 

benefits and advancement opportunities. If you believe you possess the traits and skills we’re looking for, let's talk!  


